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Introduction
There have been many studies and applications about the form of single-type data prod-
ucts like digital songs, videos, images, eBooks, webnovels, etc. These data products all 
have basic characteristics like unified formats and volumes, complete contents, copy-
right identifiers, and unique IDs. Supporting systems for such data products usually 
contain the following basic elements: a data platform, a user interface, pricing rules, 
copyright protection management mechanisms, as well as data infrastructure. There are 
three prominent properties of these kinds of data products: (1) a data product only con-
tains data of the same type; (2) the volume of a data product is small; (3) they can be 
transferred through the internet easily.

However, big data products show contrary properties: (1) a big data product is usually 
a combination of data of multiple types; (2) the volume of a big data product is relatively 
large; and (3) as a natural consequence, it is hard to transfer big data products purely 
through the internet. Therefore, the form and supporting systems of big data products 
need to be specifically studied and designed, since they are different from those of sin-
gle-type data products.
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Inspired by the form and properties of traditional media like books, magazines, and 
newspapers, in this paper, we design a novel form of big data products based on Data 
Box [1], which meets the necessities of data circulation, including unified format, certain 
scale, and valid pricing unit. In addition, we also design a supporting system of big data 
products, which consists of a big data product platform, a user interface, pricing mecha-
nisms and strategies, as well as other critical contents. The issues of data publishing are 
also discussed. As the proposed pricing unit of big data products, Data Box is expected 
to have a positive impact on the trading, circulation, exploitation of big data products, 
and push related studies forward.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section “The challenges of big data 
products”, we present the design challenges of big data products and supporting systems. 
In section “The inspiration from books”, we introduce the inspiration from books and 
how it can help us design big data products. In section “The form of big data products”, 
we introduce the form of big data product, i.e., Data Box. In section “The supporting 
system of big data products”, a supporting system of big data products based on Data 
Box is designed and implemented, and the data publishing is also discussed. At last, we 
conclude this work in section “Conclusion”.

Related work

There have been many studies on productizing big data. For example, different types of 
data containers have been proposed [1–3]. Some researchers have studied data pricing 
from aspects of contents of data [4], demand of market [5], data quality [6], data measure 
[7], etc. Other related topics like data circulation [8] and openness of data [9] have also 
attracted much attention. However, the above studies only focus on some single aspect, 
and overlook the system-level designs of big data products. In this paper we discuss the 
form of big data products and propose the supporting systems that integrate the whole 
pipeline including containerization, circulation, pricing, protection and etc.

The challenges of big data products
The characteristics of single-type data products are single type, small scale of data in 
unit product and convenient transfer through internet. Therefore, data products of some 
typical industries operating and circulating in the market are mainly single-type ones. 
Most of these data products have their representative commercial platforms or ser-
vice agencies. According to the characteristics of data products, the circulation process 
generally requires a two-step authorization [10], i.e., content authorization or platform 
authorization in the first step, and consumption authorization or terminal authoriza-
tion in the second step. And then end-users purchase data products or consume data 
services through the network. There have been some studies of forms and supporting 
systems of data products such as digital songs, videos, images, eBooks, webnovels, etc. 
Some researchers have proposed the form of single-type data products and the architec-
ture of their supporting platforms [10].

In contrast to single-type data products discussed above, big data products are usually 
made up of multiple types of data and are huge in volume [11, 12]. The analysis of a big 
data product needs to be conducted by treating it as an organic whole, so that we can 
reap valuable knowledge from it for decision-making. “Big data products” in this paper 
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refers to legal datasets that have independent and complete meaning and contain multi-
ple types of data with a certain scale.

The properties of big data products

According to the definition, the properties of a big data product are that it contains vari-
ous types of data and is huge in scale [13]:

• The variety of data types A big data product may consist of multiple types of data 
[11, 14]. For example, a big data product of electronic medical records contains med-
ical data of multiple formats, e.g., texts, fMRI data, CT images, as well as records of 
doctors and prescriptions, which is very complex [15].

• Large scale of unit product A big data product usually contains Terabytes (TB) of 
data or even more [16]. A big data product of electronic medical records must con-
tain tens of thousands of individual records to satisfy the need for big data research 
on a particular disease [17]. In other words, the scale of big data products is much 
larger than that of single-type data products.

The design challenges

The above-mentioned properties of big data products cause the great challenges of 
designing the form of big data products and supporting systems.

• Difficulties in designing the form of big data products It is difficult to design big 
data products with a unified format and scale [11]. Variety of data types makes it 
hard to define the form of big data products in aspects of unified scale, unified for-
mat, and content integrity. In the case of unified scale, since big data products are 
made up of multiple types and formats of data, the scale of said products is decided 
by all these contents combined. Therefore, it is difficult to set up a base unit with 
fixed volume. In the case of unified format, since big data products usually contain at 
least two different types of data encoded in different standards, it is difficult to design 
a unified data format. In the case of content integrity, since big data products are a 
combination of various types of data, it is difficult to decide whether a piece of con-
tent is the smallest integrity and at the same time cannot be divided again.

• Difficulty in internet transfer It is hard to transfer Terabytes level data through the 
internet, which may take at least hours, sometimes weeks or months. For this rea-
son, big data products cannot be downloaded or streamed online without effort [18]. 
Conventional networks cannot satisfy the need of transferring big data products, and 
dedicated technology needs to be developed to fulfill this task [19].

• Difficulties in designing the supporting system The challenges above cause dif-
ficulties in designing the big data products supporting system, including data plat-
form, user interfaces, pricing rules, copyright management protection mechanisms, 
infrastructures, and so on [20].

– Data platform A dedicated institutional platform that can handle a significant 
scale of big data products is necessary.
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– User interfaces Common user interfaces are not capable of handling big data 
products. Therefore, a development and operation environment must be devel-
oped to ensure that big data products are readable, visible, and programmable.

– Pricing rules Since there is no proper pricing unit for big data products, it is dif-
ficult to conclude a universal pricing method.

– Copyright management protection mechanisms Due to the huge scale, various 
types of data, and multiple data sources of big data products, designing copyright 
management and protection mechanisms faces greater difficulties. There is a 
need for designing unified copyright and access identifiers.

The inspiration from books
Obviously, it is critical to make a breakthrough in the form of big data products in order 
to address the above challenges. The key question is how to design a form of big data 
products which involves a relatively unified format and scale, or in other words, how 
to design a big data product for a specific type of big data applications that meets the 
requirements of unified format and scale.

Books share some similarities with big data products from the aspect of containing 
multiple forms of data, such as words, symbols, images, photographs, charts, and so on. 
It can be said that the form of books solves the problems of unified format, unified scale 
and, content integrity when dealing with multiple types of data. In the following, we dis-
cuss the form of the book as information media and see if we can get some inspiration 
from books.

Definitions of books

The UNESCO1 defines books as follows [21]: “A book is a non-periodical printed pub-
lication of at least 49 pages, exclusive of the cover pages, published in the country and 
made available to the public.” ISO2 defines books as “non-serial printed document in 
codex form”. SAPPRFT34 defines books as “regular books, maps, celebration artworks, 
images, picture books, calendars contain words and images, as well as other media that 
are recognized by the administration.” In order to better identify book product around 
the globe, an International Standard Book Number (ISBN)5 code is assigned to every 
single non-journal book publication [22], which in return promotes book commerce 
worldwide [23].

Page count as the core of books form

According to the definitions, we discovered that books bind many types of data together 
on a paper basis. As a product that carries data, the basic elements of books are as 
follows:

1 http:// portal. unesco. org/ en/ ev. php- URL_ ID= 13068 & URL_ DO= DO_ TOPIC & URL_ SECTI ON= 201. html.
2 https:// www. iso. org/ obp/ ui/# iso: std: iso: 2789: ed-5: v1: en.
3 http:// www. gov. cn/ gongb ao/ conte nt/ 2009/ conte nt_ 13998 50. htm.
4 http:// lawin fochi na. com/ displ ay. aspx? id= e0159 be048 a21ad 0bdfb & lib= law.
5 https:// www. isbn- inter natio nal. org/ conte nt/ isbn- users- manual.

http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=13068&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:2789:ed-5:v1:en
http://www.gov.cn/gongbao/content/2009/content_1399850.htm
http://lawinfochina.com/display.aspx?id=e0159be048a21ad0bdfb&lib=law
https://www.isbn-international.org/content/isbn-users-manual
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• Certain scale: A book usually contains more than 49 pages bound together except for 
front and back covers.

• Content integrity: The content of a book (including one of a series of books) is an 
organic whole, with the smallest integrity that cannot be subdivided, and a further 
subdivided part cannot be called a book.

• Pricing unit: The pricing unit of books is copies.
• Copyright ID: Published books have their own unique ID codes, e.g., ISBNs.

Pricing methods regardless of content value

Many countries, such as France, Germany, and Italy, choose fixed book price as their 
pricing policy [24]. Other countries, such as the United Kingdom, Finland, and Iceland, 
choose free prices, where publishing houses and book retailers are able to freely decide 
the price of books by considering the number of pages and copies [24, 25]. In China, 
publishing houses decide the price of a book either by the cost of printed pages, the 
overall cost or the expected profit margin [26].

In general, the pricing methods of books do not take content value into consideration. 
This can be demonstrated in the following two aspects.

• Pricing unit: Books are priced and sold in copies, which refers to content integrity, 
i.e., the smallest unit able to circulate and accepted by readers independently. In this 
way, “copies” becomes a practical unit for multiple-type data.

• Pricing mechanism: When deciding the price of a book, production cost, which is 
often indicated by the number of pages, is the most important factor rather than the 
value of content.

Effective binding of multiple data types through books

As paper-based products, books bind multiple types of data, such as words, charts, and 
images, together. Compared to a single image or a page of words, a book is much larger 
(at least 49 times larger) in volume. This can be regarded as an effective way of binding 
large-scale data into a dataset with a unified format. Details are as follows:

• Various data types Books are a kind of information medium product that binds var-
ious data types together. A page in a book may consist of different data types such as 
words, symbols, images, charts, photographs, and so on.

• Relatively large in scale Books are larger in scale than a piece of printed paper since 
a book must reach a minimum of 49 pages. A book may contain hundreds, even 
thousands of pages. In addition, books that share a common topic can be arranged 
and published in the form of book series.

Discussion and inspiration

By analyzing the form and the properties of books, we can conclude that a big data prod-
uct, as a viable product, needs a certain scale, content integrity, a pricing unit, and a cop-
yright ID, among which the scale is the most crucial factor. The minimum scale must be 
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defined for big data products just like books, even though the minimum scale (49 pages) 
might not have been decided based on specific reasons. Therefore, for big data products, 
it might be a reasonable choice to define big data products based on the volume of data 
or the number of bytes.

The way of book pricing is developed naturally, and there is no connection between 
the value of content and the book prices, which might be a result of the difficulty in 
evaluating content value. The only practical method is to set a price based on the num-
ber of printed pages. Similarly, it is difficult to measure the value of the content of a big 
data product. In fact, the value of a big data product varies from person to person, and 
there is no widely agreed scheme of data value. By referring to the pricing mechanisms 
of books, it is possible to consider pricing big data products based on the volume of data 
rather than the content of data.

Books bind multiple types of data together by printing them on paper. When it comes 
to big data products, it is crucial to design a new data format to bind existing various 
types of data.

The form of big data products
The form of single-type data products and the supporting system is suitable for data 
products that are small-scale or can be streamed. Books, as a form of recording and dis-
seminating information, have existed for hundreds of years. The information recorded 
through the form of books is various and involves a wide range of fields. It’s very similar 
to big data products in some aspects, and so the design of books can be used for refer-
ence when designing the form of big data products.

The survey on the form of big data products

We conducted a survey on the form of big data products by delivering questionnaires to 
110 data scientists who attended “The 3rd Data Scientist Conference”6 at Deqing, Zhe-
jiang Province, China. The questions in the questionnaire are listed in Appendix. The 
main conclusions are as follows:

• The single-type data products are inappropriate to be considered as the big data 
products 69.1% of the respondents did not agree that “a digital music file, a digital 
image file, a digital movie file or a webnovel file is a big data product”. On the other 
hand, there was a contradiction about whether “1000 digital music files, 1000 digital 
image files, 1000 digital movie files or 1000 webnovel files are a big data product”, 
where 55.5% of the respondents disagreed and 42.7% agreed.

• Multi-type datasets with an acceptable scale can be recognized as big data prod-
ucts 41.1% of the respondents agreed that “a digital music file, a digital image file, a 
digital movie file and a webnovel file combined can be considered as a big data prod-
uct”, while 55.1% disagreed. On the other hand, 68.2% of the respondents considered 
“1000 digital music files, 1000 digital image files, 1000 digital movie files and 1000 
webnovel files combined” as a big data product.

6 http:// dsc. xinto ngcon feren ce. com/ Page.

http://dsc.xintongconference.com/Page
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• The scale of a big data product should at least reach Terabyte On the issue of the 
minimum scale of a big data product, 14.7% of the respondents chose gigabyte level, 
while 55.6% chose terabyte level and 26.6% chose petabyte. It can be said that choos-
ing terabytes as minimum scale of a big data product is acceptable.

• Intuitively, a dataset with multiple data types and large scale is a big data prod-
uct About a dataset consists of “a high-resolution digital movie (10 GB), 10 music 
CDs (7 GB), 1000 10-million-pixel digital images (3 GB), 1000 500-thousand-word 
digital books (about 1  GB) and a data table with a billion records (10  GB)”, 52.3% 
of the respondents agreed that it exceeds the minimum scale of a big data product, 
while 28.4% disagreed.

Elements of big data products

The key reason why single-type data products such as digital songs, videos, images, 
eBooks, webnovels, etc., can be traded well in the market is that they have their own 
pricing units. However, it is difficult to determine the pricing unit for big data products 
with multiple types and large data sets, and there is no suitable dimension at present. 
Books and big data products are very similar in terms of forms, values, attributes, etc., 
thus the pricing dimension of books can be used as a reference.

By referring to the form of books and single-type data products, we propose the basic 
elements of big data products as follows.

• Certain scale: According to the results of the survey, the scale of a big data product 
should reach the Terabyte level. But at the same time, a dataset of roughly 30 GB of 
data including “a high-resolution digital movie (10 GB), 10 music CDs (7 GB), 1000 
10-million-pixel digital images (3 GB), 1000 500-thousand-word digital books and a 
data table with a billion records” can be recognized as a big data product intuitively. 
Although 49 pages as the criteria of a book is not numerically large, “a book” can still 
be a sensible unit. For the same reason, 30 GB7 may be considered as the base limit of 
the scale of a big data product, where it is already possible to include a large amount 
of different single type data products.

• Content integrity: The content of a book (including one of a series of books) is an 
organic whole, which cannot be subdivided and a further subdivided part cannot be 
called a book. What is the content integrity of a big data product? Firstly, single-type 
data products included in a big data product must be complete. (A data product, by 
definition, must be complete.) Secondly, other contents must have meanings that can 
be interpreted independently. Lastly, all the contents in a big data product combined 
together must have meanings that can be interpreted independently.

• Pricing unit: The pricing unit of books is copies. It is possible to design a structure 
called Data Box using the 30 GB volume scale, and utilize Box as the pricing unit for 
big data products.

7 Whether 30 GB is a suitable criterion remains to be proven in future practice. This paper emphasizes the necessity of 
setting up a volume scale for future measurement and valuation of big data products.
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Data Box: a form of big data products

The proposed Data Box is a kind of container for big data [1, 9]. A Data Box is an organ-
ized data storage model with an automated program unit and built-in computing capa-
bility. After a Data Box is loaded with data by data owners, the data within can only 
be accessed through automated program APIs in a controlled manner [27]. The data in 
a Data Box is visible, perceivable, and programmable from outside, while controllable, 
trackable, and recoverable from inside. In other words, data within Data Box can be cir-
culated as a product, while the rights of data owners are protected.

For the time being, the concept of Data Box does not take the scale of the container 
into consideration. Under the circumstance where the basic scale of a Data Box is 
defined, it can be utilized as the pricing unit of big data products satisfying the need 
of circulation, valuation, and exchange. Only through the standardization of the Data 
Box may data be qualified for registration, publication and entering the market. The reg-
istration of data supports the claim of data ownership and rights, therefore an institu-
tion of data registration is a necessity for the purpose of defending these claims. A data 
product, whether it is produced by individuals or corporations, must be registered so 
that the rights are legally protected and the product would be able to trade in the data 
market. Copyright protection for books is mainly guaranteed by legislation. Similarly, 
piracy concerns of registered big data products should be a legal issue and should not 
be confronted with technical requirements. The registered and published data products 
would be able to circulate publicly on the data market. Data products that are registered 
but not published would also be able to trade, while the data owner retains the decision 
of whether to publish the data.

In the future, data would be stored in different standard formats according to the field 
they belong to in the same way as MP3 being a standard format of music data products. 
For example, a listed company can produce a Data Box with its annual reports, intro-
ductions of its main business, quotations of its shares and personal introductions of its 
senior managers. The Data Box, which at the same time is a big data product, would 
be registered at the data registration institution, and thus its ownership as well as other 
rights would be confirmed, and it can circulate in the market. The owner of the product 
may decide whether to publish the financial big data product. To publish this product, it 
is necessary to register the product at a specific administration beforehand.

Based on the discussions above, we propose our design for big data products: a big 
data product is a dataset packed into a Data Box with a minimum volume of 30GB, that 
contains multiple types of data, whose contents can be interpreted independently.

The supporting system of big data products
Based on big data products with Data Box as the pricing unit, the supporting system of 
big data products is discussed in this section.

Composition of single-type data products supporting system

First, we review the main phases that make up the single-type data products supporting 
system. 
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1. The platform owns the copyright of data products or obtains the copyright authori-
zation of data products sources through various legal means.

2. The platform then standardizes the data product sources, format them into data 
products, and store these data products into a data product library.

3. The platform designs pricing mechanisms and strategies for data products in the 
library.

4. The platform builds and puts forward platform websites or online stores, and pre-
sents users the information of data products in the form of user interfaces through 
infrastructures such as the internet.

5. Users may purchase authorization and use data products through applications of 
user interfaces such as dedicated readers or universal client devices.

Composition of big data products supporting system

Since big data products are large in scale, it is hardly possible to present data within the 
product to users through the internet. For this reason, supporting systems for single-
type data products obviously cannot support big data products.

Supporting system design The design of supporting systems for big data products 
must address the problem of circulation through the internet.

Circulation through Internet Since big data products are difficult to be transferred 
through the internet, a possible solution to this problem is to allow developers to upload 
applications to the supporting platform. In this way, data contained in big data prod-
ucts can be used directly on the platform, increasing security to prevent data leaks at the 
same time.

Now we describe details of the system design.
Data station design The Data Station for Self-governing Openness of Data [9] satisfies 

needs for accepting user-uploaded data mining software, therefore is capable to techni-
cally support big data supporting platform. Based on this system, we design authoriza-
tion and pricing mechanisms as follows.

Authorization mechanism A two-step authorization process [10] is adopted. At the 
first step, the data source authorizes the operating group of the platform; at the second 
step, the platform authorizes the use rights of big data products to the end-users.

Pricing mechanism Data Box is chosen as the pricing unit. Big data products are priced 
based on the scale of their Data Boxes.

Elements of big data product supporting system

To include a broader definition of big data products, their supporting system should 
technically include a big data product platform, user interfaces, pricing mechanisms and 
strategies, and so on.

• Big data product platform The platform refers to institutions and systems that pro-
vide maintenance as well as other related services to big data products. After a plat-
form is authorized by the data source, it processes the raw data into data products, 
i.e., goods, that are fit for circulation, which would be available to authorized end 
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users. Such a platform is the core of big data supporting system, and therefore is a 
necessity.

• User interfaces In contrast to existing user interfaces for single-type data products 
such as players for digital songs or videos, the user interfaces for big data products 
aim to perform data mining and to extract value from data. Such user interfaces may 
not enable people to understand data directly, but instead provide access to data pro-
cessing software. In this sense, user interfaces for big data products are a software 
development environment, which allows users to develop and upload data applica-
tions such that big data products can be utilized. User interfaces are the port linking 
users and big data products, therefore is a necessity.

• Pricing mechanisms and strategies The price of data usage is decided by the judg-
ment of the data owner towards data markets. Pricing mechanisms and strategies 
directly affect the practicability of trading and circulation of big data products. From 
a technical perspective, a pricing unit for big data products is needed. One such pric-
ing unit is Data Box, and there can also be other forms of pricing unit. Based on 
pricing units, pricing mechanisms and strategies can be formulated. As a platform to 
promote product circulation, pricing mechanisms and strategies are a necessity.

The supporting system of big data products based on Data Box is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Firstly, following the two-step authorization process [10], the platform gets authori-
zation from data sources. Then data are loaded into Data Boxes, where each box can 
be implemented with containerization techniques like Docker8 [1] with certain data 
protection mechanisms [9]. Data Boxes are also equipped with standardized user 
interfaces including SQL, NoSQL, etc., with proper published ports. Then the data 
station stores standardized Data Boxes and provide services. End-users can access 
Data Boxes through the second phase of the authorization process [10], and upload 
their own applications. Each application can also be a Docker image with data mining 
tools installed. The application Docker containers can easily communicate with Data 
Boxes through networking. Since user applications are uploaded to the platform, it 

Fig. 1 The supporting system of big data products based on Data Box. Firstly, the platform gets authorization 
from data sources and load data into Data Boxes. Then the data station stores standardized Data Boxes and 
serves data applications with proper standards, which are finally provided to end-users through authorization

8 https:// www. docker. com/.

https://www.docker.com/
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is recommended to build the data station over clusters of servers where distributed 
computing environment like HDFS [28], Hive [29], Zookeeper [30] are deployed.

Legal environment for big data products

The main problem of data circulation in the legal context is the ownership of data. We 
may find that the circulation system of single-type data products resembles systems 
of books. Therefore, the confirmation of the ownership of most single-type data prod-
ucts is through the process of publication. For the same reason, it is natural to distrib-
ute data products through publication processes.

Regardless of other factors, all data products may claim their rights through publica-
tion, which requires the existence of data ownership registration institutions, copyright 
management and protection mechanism, data publication institutions, data publication 
standards and mechanisms. All these depend on the effort of the government and mar-
ket entities to establish a market environment suitable for data circulation.

• Data ownership registration institution This is the organization that confirms 
intellectual property rights of data products and is the policymaker of data prod-
uct standards and circulation mechanisms. Like ISBNs for books, an equivalent 
“International Standard Data Product Number”s may be introduced. Only regis-
tered big data products may confirm their ownership rights and enter the data 
market. The institution solves a series of difficulties, such as the difficulty in con-
firming the rights of productizing data resources due to the problem of data own-
ership, and the inability to trade due to authorization issues.

• Copyright management and protection mechanism Copyright of registered 
data products would be protected through the making of laws, regulations, poli-
cies, and the development of technical measures.

• Data publication institutions These are the publication management entities of 
big data products that own the copyright of products. Examples of these institu-
tions are data journals, data centers, and publishing houses of big data products.

• Data publication standards and mechanisms We need to establish relevant 
standards to facilitate the circulation of big data products in a way that data rights 
are protected.

Data would be freely distributed after being published [31–33]. Big data products 
should also be freely distributed after the publication process, which would be ben-
eficial for the promotion and circulation of said products. In order to provide better 
protection for the intellectual property rights of big data products, a dedicated pub-
lication standard and mechanism need to be established for big data products, which 
should be administrated by proper data publication institutions. However, in contrast 
to single-type data products, some kinds of big data products are not suitable to be 
published. Since publication leads to public availability, all institutions and individual 
can perform data mining and exploitation upon the big data products, which would 
have a negative effect on the rarity of the content of the said products and the pre-
mium of them, making it difficult to maximize the profit of content providers.
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Conclusion
Data is the key element in the digital economy. Building a product system for big data is 
an urgent need if a digital economy is to be developed. The variety in types of big data 
products leads to the conflict in understandings about the form of these products. Vital 
problems of the ownership, accounting procedure, transaction and circulation pricing of 
big data products remain to be effectively resolved.

In this paper, the challenges of big data products are analyzed. By referring to infor-
mation media such as books, a pricing unit of big data product, Data Box, is proposed. 
Unlike previous work, we systematically study the pipeline, including containerization, 
circulation, pricing, protection, etc., and design a pricing form and a supporting system 
of big data products based on Data Box. We use Data Box as an effective way of binding 
multiple types of data, which are then treated as the pricing unit. We tackle the difficulty 
in internet transfer of big data by allowing users to upload applications to the data sta-
tion. We discuss the legal environment of big data products and suggest the necessary 
institutions and standards to be developed. The proposed Data Box-based solution can 
have a positive influence on the research, exploitation, exchange, and circulation of big 
data products.

The future directions may involve the following aspects:

• Research the standardization of Data Box and its pricing mechanisms Data Box 
is the minimum pricing and circulation unit of big data products on data markets, 
the standardization of which is the prerequisite and cornerstone for the mass pro-
duction and standardized circulation of big data products. The minimum unit of big 
data products (which is Data Box) makes it more accurate and clear about the object 
of pricing research. Further study should focus on pricing mechanisms of big data 
products on the basis of Data Box.

• Research accounting methods of big data products Further study should include 
research about the categorization of big data products, whose minimum unit would 
be Data Box, and matching ways of processing in order to allow certain types of said 
products to be listed in fiscal statements.

• Research the making of related laws and regulations It is necessary to look into 
the making of laws and regulations concerning big data products, so that the legality 
of data products, which have been registered at data ownership registration institu-
tions, would be protected. Moreover, the ownership of said products could be con-
firmed and the exchange regulations about big data products on data markets could 
be established.

Appendix
The questionnaire contains the following questions: 

 1. Should a piece of music, a photograph, a movie, or a web novel be considered as a 
big data product? (Yes/No/No idea)
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 2. Should 1000 pieces of music, 1000 photographs, 1000 movies or 1000 web novels be 
considered as a big data product? (Yes/No/No idea)

 3. Should the bundle of a piece of music, a photograph, a movie, and a web novel be 
considered as a big data product? (Yes/No/No idea)

 4. Should the bundle of 1000 pieces of music, 1000 photographs, 1000 movies and 1000 
web novels be considered as a big data product? (Yes/No/No idea)

 5. A big data product must contain data in multiple formats. (Yes/No/No idea)
 6. The data volume of a big data product should reach (MB/GB/TB/PB or above) level.
 7. A big data product must contain data in multiple formats and its volume should 

reach (MB/GB/TB/PB or above) level.
 8. It is recognized internationally that a book should at least contain 49 pages of printed 

paper. In this sense, The data volume of a big data product should reach (MB/GB/
TB/PB or above) level.

 9. Imagine a bundle of data with a volume of about 30 GB, which contains a high-def-
inition movie (10 GB), 10 music CDs (7 GB), 1000 photos each containing 1 million 
pixels (3 GB), 1000 books each containing 500 thousand words (1 GB), and a relation 
table containing 1 billion records (10 GB). Can all these be considered as the mini-
mum scale of a big data product? (Yes/No/No idea)

 10. Other questions on backgrounds of respondents.
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